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ABSTRACT

We calculate the exciton dipolar interaction in a semiconductor quantum well. The

explicit polarization-dependence, i.e., the dependence on both the exciton dipole moment

p. and its inplane wavevector k is derived. The obtained results for the three modes (L,

T and Z modes) of the long-range part of the dipolar interaction satisfy the polarization

sum rule for any parameters. In the long wavelength limit there is a Z-LT splitting which

decreases as the well width increases reflecting a crossover from strict 2D to quasi-2D. A

rough crossover from quasi-2D to 3D is also described.
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Physical properties of systems with reduced dimensionality differ both qualitatively

and quantitatively from those in the bulk. Low dimensional structures are likely to play a

major role in potential applications to lasers, electro-optic and nonlinear optical devices.

This Letter deals with the exciton dipolar interaction in a single semiconductor quan-

tum well (QW). Although the dipolar interaction causing the interwell hopping of exciton

in a multiple QW structure has been studied in detail [1-10], less has been done in the

case of a single QW [11, 12]. The QW exciton dipolar interaction energy was derived in

[12] as a function of the inplane wavevector. However, the result of [12] is questionable

because the three modes, namely the L mode, the T mode and the Z mode, do not satisfy

the polarization sum rule (PSR) [13], which is a universal rule for interactions of dipolar

type.

We present here an accurate calculation of the QW exciton dipolar interaction energies

which satisfy the PSR for any value of the parameters. The long-range part of the

dipolar interaction is properly separated into two additive contributions: the interplane

and inplane interactions. Each contribution is accurately calculated for the three modes.

Not only the inplane interaction but also the interplane one causes a Z-LT splitting in the

long wavelength limit though the ways the modes split are qualitatively different. We also

study the long wavelength limit Z-LT splitting with its dependence on the QW thickness.

The QW as a quasi-2D system is shown to possess smaller splittings as compared to those

in strict 2D systems.

Consider a QW of mesoscopic thickness L made of a direct-gap two-allowed-band

semiconductor grown in the z direction. The lowest Wannier-Mott exciton in the QW

has an energy (h = 1)

where Eg is the band gap energy, k = (kx, kv, 0) is the exciton inplane wavevector, M and

m are respectively the exciton total and reduced mass, Ry is the 3D exciton Rydberg due

to the electron-hole (e-h) Coulomb interaction, and D(k) is the QW exciton dipolar inter-

action energy which depends on both the absolute value and orientation of the wavevector



k, which is a good quantum number in the QW structure. The latter originates from the

e-h exchange interaction and its analytic expression reads

D(k) = 5CO,|*2D(0)|2 JQW d>ri j ^ d^:f(f2)*;,_.(f2)-[^I*e,-(f1)*^_fl.(r1) (2)

where 5^/, stands for the coherence area coming from the 2D coherency of the exciton in

the QW [14], $#£>(()) is the exciton envelope function at the origin in the real space of

dimension N, e is the QW dielectric constant, and

^ ^ ) i « = e, /i; j = 1, 2 (3)

is the carrier orthonormalized wave function in the QW. In (3) 5 is the macroscopic

normalization area of the QW plane, pj = (zj, */,,()), ua(fj) is the 3D Bloch function

taken at the center of the Brillouin zone, and <f>Q(zj)/y/L is the carrier orthonormalized

envelope function describing the confinement caused by the mesoscopically finite size in

the z direction. The carrier spin effect can be accounted for by multiplying the final result

by an appropriate spin-orbit factor g(T) derived from the group-theoretical treatment

using real band structures [12]. We, however, omit such spin-orbit factors to simplify the

formulation.

Let us make the following coordinates decompositions

fi' = Pi + h > Pi = Ri + Cj>Zj = Zj + (j (4)

where Rj = mjS + rijb, Zj = IJC with TO_,, n_,, lj integers or zeros such that — Nx < nij <

Nx, —Nv <Uj < Nv, 0 < Ij < Nz — 1, where a, b, c are the three fundamental vectors

of the semiconductor QW lattice and NxNy = S/(a • b), Nz - 1 = L/c > 0. Nx is thus

the number of the QW atomic layers perpendicular to the growth direction. Prom (4) it

is clear that dj = Q + £̂  is a 3D vector varying within one unit cell only. We assume

for simplicity that the basic vectors a, 6 and c are mutually orthogonal and choose the

coordinate system such that the x, y and z axes are parallel to a, b and c, respectively. We

further suppose that <j>a varies slowly over a distance c, i.e., 4>Q{ZJ) = <f>a(Zj+€j) — 4>a{Zj)

and that the exciton is optically active, i.e., only k such that fc • ( ; < 1 are of interest.



Then, using the periodicity of the Bloch function and making a proper change of variables

{/?!, R2} ->{R = R2-RliR' = /?!}, {Zlt Z2} -+{Z = Z2- Zlt Z' = £,}, we get D(k)

in the form

D(k) =
1

NXNV
T—— Y—— T

S "z l * ^z *• 9,

R)

CV2 Jv
I d a2——3 3

Jv I/?-4- Z + (To - (ft
(5)

where v — abc is the volume of a unit cell. FVom (5) we distinguish between the

fc-independent short-range interaction Ds which comes from R = Z = 0 and the k-

dependent long-range interaction Di(k) which comes from R + Z ^ 0. The long-range

interaction, in turn, consists of two contributions Di(k) = Du(k) + DL2(k) where Du(k)

is due to Z ^ 0 and arbitrary R, while Di2{k) is due to Z = 0 and R ^ 0. The differ-

ence between Dn(k) and Di2(k) is that the former is due to the interplane interaction

whereas the latter is due to the inplane one. Neglecting any dephasing processes caused

by phonons and/or impurities we can set Scot, = S. Then, straightforwardly from (5), we

obtain for Ds

(6)

where Ds is the 3D short-range exchange interaction energy and

(7)

accounts for the effect of confinement along the z direction. The QW short-range exchange

interaction energy is therefore modified by a factor

2

(8)

as compared to the bulk case. To estimate F we assume a perfect confinement in which

case <pa(Z') = \/2s\n(irZ'/L). The summation over Z' is understood as Y>2< f(Z'/L) —•

E/l'o"1 f{l/(N* ~ !))• The J defined by (7) is then evaluated to 3/2. Using | $ 2 D ( 0 ) | 2 =

8/(na2
B) and | $3D(0) | 2 = \/(na3

B), where ag is the bulk exciton Bohr radius, yielded



F = 12as/L. Hence, F can be referred to as enhancement factor since, in realistic QWs,

as is about 100 A and L is less than 200 X.

For the long-range contributions we can use multipole expansions. Up to second order

in \&2 — <?i\/\R + Z\ we have

DLl(k) = " ' ~2 I £ ' £ <{Z + Z'mZ + Z')UZ')4,h{Z>)A{Z, k) (9)

and

ea J\z — 1

The notation 52/fU) implies £ , (1 - 6jQ)f(j). The vector fl =< ue{a)uh{a)\ea\0 > is the

exciton dipole moment. The A(Z, k) and B(k) in (9) and (10) are the 2D sums

, k) = a

The sums over R converge very slowly, especially for small A:. To evaluate A(Z, k) it is

necessary to convert the sum into another form which progressively converges. This is

done by 2D Fourier transforming A(Z, k) into equivalent sums over the basic vectors of

the corresponding 2D reciprocal lattice and making use of the Parseval formula [15]. As

a result, we obtain

A(Z, k) = -2^Yl |Amn + ak\ exp(-\Z(Xmn + ak)\/a) (13)
m n

for jl parallel to the z axis, and

A(Z, k) = 2irJ2Yl l*«n + o*l cos2(0mn) exp(-\Z(Xmn + ak)\/a) (14)

for fl perpendicular to the z axis. In (13) and (14), Amn = (2nm, 2nna/b, 0) while 0mn

is the angle between fl and (Amn + ak). Thanks to the exponent, the sums (13) and

(14) converge very quickly with any desired accuracy. As realized from (13) and (14),

the interplane interaction depends on the orientations of both k and /Z, not only on their

relative orientation. Let us call, as in [12], mode with ft parallel to the z axis the Z mode,



mode with p. parallel to fc the L mode and, mode with jl laying in the QW plane and

making an angle n/2 with fc the T mode. Note that, though both the Z and T modes are

transverse modes with respect to the direction of fc, they are completely distinguishable

in the QW structure, in obvious contrast to those in the bulk. Assume, for definiteness,

that fc is parallel to the x axis, i.e., fc = (kx = k,0,0). From (13) and (14) we get

= 4* I t ,
m=-oon=i \j(2irm + ak)2 + (2nna/b)2

AT(Z,k) = An

x e x p ( - i — y (27rm + afc)2 + (27rna/6)2), (15)

(27rna/6)2CO OO

m=-oon=i J{2nm + ak)2 + {2nna/b)2

\Z\
a

x exp(-^ N / (27rm + afc)2 + (2nna/b)2 ) , (16)

OO OO

Az{Ztk) = -4TT ^ ^ ^/(27rm + ak)2 + (2nna/b)2

m=—oon=l

a
x exp(—!^V(27rm + aA;)2 + (2nna/b)2 ) . (17)

a v

Inserting (15)-(17) into (9) gives

afc)2 + (2nna/b)2

) , (18)

=

[ T > (2nna/b)2), (19)

Dim = -" z ft
x QN,-I(TT— - -\l{1*m + ak)2 + (2nna/b)2) (20)

Nz — 1 a v

where

/3|/ - l'\) (21)

in the case of perfect confinement. Figure 1 plots the interplane interaction energy DL\

in units of /i2|$2£>(0)|2/ea as a function of afc for a = b = c and Nz = 10. For a finite afc



the three modes are disctinct. While the T mode is almost independent of it, the L (Z)

mode exhibits a maximum (minimum) at some value of k. In the long wavelength limit

k —+ 0, the L and T modes are degenerate but the Z mode is split down giving rise to an

LT-Z splitting as seen from Fig. 1.

As for the B(k) in (12), we apply the method of summing chain-by-chain [16] to get

rid of the mentioned slow rate of convergence. Namely, we decompose the 2D sum of B

as

£7(m, n) = £'/(m, 0) + £ ' £ f(m, n). (22)
Tnn f/i n in

The first sum in the r.h.s. of (22) is easily evaluated straightforwardly, whereas the second

ones are ID Fourier transformed into the corresponding ID reciprocal lattice sums and

then the Parseval formula is again resorted. For an arbitrary vector k = (kx,kv,0), we

obtain

2a £2, ^2, \2nm + akx\ ... ... . ln . . . . .1 . n.
V Y ^cos(bkn)K(n\2TTTn + akx\b/a)} (23)

)

for /T parallel to the z axis, and

B(k) = ^ | ( i

oo oo2 £ £
m=-oon=l

— (2n sin2 d + nsin(2j?)|27rm + akx\b/aj

w a\2nm + akx\-, ,
2?r&n »tv..,- - a * x | 6 / a ) | | | (24)

for /I laying in the QW plane and making an angle d with the z axis. In (23) and (24)

C(3) = 7r3/25.7944 is the Riemann zeta function of order three and K,, is the modified

Bessel function of the second kind. The presence of the Bessel functions makes the sums

(23) and (24) rapidly convergent and any precision can be reached. In particular, when

k = (kx = k, 0,0), we get from (23) and (24) the following expressions for the three modes

BL{k) = - ( -



2 £ f^(2nm + ak)2K0(n\2nm + ak\b/a)\ , (25)
m=-oon=l J

2 £ £ [(27rm + aA;)2K0(n|27rm + ak\b/a)
•»=-oon=l

^K(n|27rm + afc|6/a)\\ (26)afc|6/a)\\ ,

> • (27)
" m=-oon=l " )

In Fig. 2 we draw the inplane interaction energy D^2
T'Z in units of /i2|$2z)(0)|2Aa as

a function of ak for a = b = c, Nz = 10 and J = 3/2 (i.e., a perfect confinement is

assumed). In the long wavelength limit the inplane interaction also displays a degeneracy

between the L and T modes as well as a Z-LT splitting. Clearly, the amount of the

splitting is much larger due to the inplane interaction Di2 than due to the interplane

interaction £>x,i- Furthermore, as seen from Figs. 1 and 2, DLf(Q) = —Dfj(0)/2 > 0,

whereas D^(0) = — £>£2(0)/2 < 0. The total long-range dipolar interaction energy is

plotted in Fig. 3. There is an intersection between the L and Z modes at a quite small

value of ak. This would bring about interesting effects when the QW is coupled to the

light.

It is well known [17] that in strict 2D systems the Z mode is "positive", i.e. £>£(0) > 0,

and the L mode is "negative", i.e. -D£(0) < 0. It is interesting to note, on the contrary,

that in 3D systems an inverse picture [18] occurs: the Z mode is "negative" and the

L mode is " positive". Transparently, quasi-2D systems like QWs with finite mesoscopic

thickness are intermediate between 2D and 3D. The interplane interaction Dn(0) is 3D-

like. That is why in Fig. 1 the Z (L) mode is "negative" ("positive"). As for the inplane

interaction Di2(0), it is 2D-like: the Z (L) mode is "positive" ("negative"), see Fig. 2.

As the QW thickness increases each mode of each type (inplane and interplane) of the

longe-range interaction develops its own dependence followed from our formulae. The

long wavelength limit Z-LT splitting due to the total long-range interaction as a function

8



of the QW thickness is sketched in Fig. 4. The scaled magnitude of the splitting decreases

with increasing Nx (see the figure caption).

We now discuss our results and compare them with others. First, it is easy to check

that our formulae for the long-range interaction satisfy the PSR [13]

DL
Li{k) + DT

Ll(k) + Dz
Li(k) = 0 ; i = 1, 2 (28)

for arbitrary values of k, a, b, c and L. Note that the result of [12] (see Fig. 2 in [12])

did not obey the PSR. Our Fig. 3 and Fig. 2 of [12] seem similar in form but different

qualitatively: the degenerate L and T modes start from a negative value in our Fig. 3

but from zero in Fig. 2 of [12]. Second, the evaluation of the interplane interaction

Dei should be performed with care. To arrive at the correct results one should sum

over R for A, Eq. (11), and then over Z and Z' for Dn, Eq. (9), as we have done.

However, due to the fact that Z ^ 0 and the Wannier-Mott exciton has a rather large

Bohr radius (in comparision with the lattice constants), one usually approximates the sum

(11) by an integral (as it was the case in [12]). The approximated integration can then be

easily taken analytically assuming a spherical symmetry which is also an approximation

leading to a dependence on the relative orientation between k and pi only. The A(Z, k)

evaluated by such a continuum model are: AL(Z,k) = 2irakexp(—k\Z\), AT(Z,k) = 0

and Az(Z,k) = —2nakexp(—k\Z\) implying an incorrect consequence that all the three

modes vanish in the long wavelength limit, i.e. -D£i(0) = D^x(0) = Dfj(O) = 0. In fact,

no modes vanish at k = 0 as visual from Fig. 1. Third, the inplane interaction D12

plays an important role in the long wavelength limit Z-LT splitting and its evaluation is

also delicate as described in this Letter. In [12] the calculation of the inplane interaction

seems much over-simplified so that it gives no influence on the L and T modes leading to

violation of the PSR for the total long-range dipolar interaction (see (8), (9) and Fig. 2

in [12]). Fourth, it is specific for 2D and quasi-2D systems that in the long wavelength

limit the L and T modes are always degenerate. This is confirmed analytically by our

formulae (14) and (24): independently of the orientation of p. in the QW plane, the

inplane modes (i.e. the L and T modes) are identical in the limit k —+ 0, no matter

9



the limit kx —> 0 is taken before or after the limit ky —* 0. On the other hand, the

out-off-plane mode (i.e. the Z mode) is always split off the inplane modes as k —» 0.

Fifth, Fig. 4 shows that the magnitude of the Z-LT splitting is decreasing in the QW

structure as compared to the strict 2D case, perhaps partly due to the reduction of the

probability of finding an e-h pair at the same position. Since in practically fabricated

QWs the number of atomic layers Nz is about some tens, we have plotted Fig. 4 for Nz

up to 35 only. With the convention for Nz = 1 stated in the figure caption, Fig. 4 can

be looked upon as a crossover from strict 2D to quasi-2D. One would wish to increase Nz

even further to see the crossover from quasi-2D to 3D. Such a thought is not precisely

relevant because the carrier envelope function in the z direction should non-analytically

change from the standing wave for the QW to the travelling wave for the 3D. However,

though roughly, the tendency of the QW to crossover to the 3D is felt when the QW

gets thicker and thicker. Numerically, the magnitude of the long wavelength limit Z-L

splitting in the QW, the quantity Df(0) - D£(0) (in units of /i2|O2/>(0)|2/ea), is 13.5504,

2.0878, 0.9893, 0.6484, 0.4825, 0.3842 and 0.1903 for Nz = 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100,

respectively. There should be a critical value Nzc at which there would be no splitting at

all, i.e. Df (0) - D£(0) = 0. For Nz > Nzc the quantity Df (0) - D£(0) would get negative

because Df (0) would become negative and D£(0) positive, a situation encountered in 3D

systems [18]. Nzc could therefore be regarded as a separatrix between quasi-2D and 3D.

We remind again that the above described crossover from quasi-2D to 3D would only

be a rough one reflecting the tendency of the QW to become of 3D-like behavior when

it is getting thicker. This does apply in the sense when we conventionally define that

a system is said to be 3D if D£(0) > 0 and Df (0) < 0 while it is 2D or quasi-2D if

Df (0) < 0 and Df (0) > 0. Note that ID systems also have the qualitative picture like

2D and quasi-2D ones. One could then say that an effect of reduced dimensionality is to

reverse the relative positions of the modes Z and L of the long-range dipolar interaction.

An adequate analytic treatment of another kind of dimensional crossovers of the dipolar

interaction as a function of the ratio between the lattice constants in organic networks,

10



where the exciton is of Prenkel type with small radius and the dipole moment is point-like,

is, however, possible. This has been carried out recently in [16].
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Figure captions

Figure 1 :
The long-range interplane dipolar interaction energies D^'z in units of /i2 |$2o(0)|2/
ea as a function of ak for a = b = c and Nz = 10. At k = 0 no modes vanish, the L
and T modes are degenerate while the Z mode is split down.

Figure 2 :
The long-range inplane dipolar interaction energies D\£'z in units of H2\$2D[0)\2/ea

as a function of ak for o = b = c and Nz = 10. At k = 0 the L and T modes are
degenerate while the Z mode is split up.

Figure 3 :
The total long-range dipolar interaction energies £>£|T'Z in units of /i2|$2D(0)|2/ea
as a function of ak for a = b = c and Nz — 10. The PSR is satisfied for any value
of ak.

Figure 4 :
Dl(0) and £>£>T(0) in units of /i2|$2D(0)|2/ea as a function of the QW atomic
layer number Nz for a = b = c. The magnitude of the total Z-LT splitting, i.e.
the quantity £>£(0) — D£'T(0) scaled to fz2|$2/)(0)|2/ea, decreases as Nt increases
(see the dashed curve). The curves are plotted using our formulae for Nz > I.
The Nz = 1 case is the pure 2D case which should be studied separately [17].
However, the result for Nz = 1 can be obtained from ours by a formal convention
of replacement Q0(a,P) —• 0 and (J/(NZ - l))U.=i -> 1. We therefore have a
"continuous" crossover from strict 2D to quasi-2D as seen from the figure.
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